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Hochland SE at a glance
(million e)
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2020
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69.1

(121.8)

(65.2)

(82.8)

(69.1)

(136.7)

42.6

39.9

42.3

38.8

37.3

1,136.0

1,052.8

1,049.4

896.4

880.2

Non-current assets

589.8

516.6

584.4

456.7

394.0

Current assets

546.2

536.1

465.1

439.6

486.2

99.1

75.1

69.1

8.0

15.9

119.5 %

128.6 %

112.7 %

132.5 %

145.5 %

Equity

705.0

664.6

658.3

605.0

573.4

Equity ratio

62.1%

63.1%

62.7 %

67.5 %

65.1%

EBITDA margin

6.8 %

9.2 %

7.9 %

6.7 %

7.2 %

EBT margin

3.7 %

4.8 %

5.1 %

4.4 %

4.4 %

Return on equity (after tax)

6.1 %

9.3 %

9.5 %

8.7 %

7.9 %

Total

5843

5518

5238

4853

4521

– Germany

2236

2096

1977

1845

1780

– Other countries

3607

3422

3261

3008

2741

Revenues
Total
Sales (in thousand tonnes)
Total
Profit situation
Earnings before interest, taxes,
depreciation (EBITDA)
Earnings before taxes (EBT)
Cash flow
Net inflow of cash assets
from operational activities
Net outflow of cash assets
for investment activity in fixed assets
Advertising expenses
ATL/BTL
Assets and liabilities structure
Balance sheet total

Financial liabilities
Ratio of equity to assets
Capital structure (without minorities)

Profitability

Employees (as at end of year)
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| Introduction by the Chairman of the Supervisory Board

Implementing a modernisation offensive despite a difficult environment
The Corona pandemic has also left its mark on 2021.
For many of us it was an emotional roller coaster ride:
The approval of new vaccines at the beginning of the
year was accompanied by high hopes; disillusionment
set in during the summer, as vaccination rates fell short
of expectations, and incidences peaked in autumn and
winter.
Economically, 2022 has started where 2021 left off –
with cost increases in key areas: prices for raw materials,
packaging materials, energy or transport increased massively in all countries where we operate.
These general conditions have not prevented us from
continuing to invest in our locations. The record amount
of investment releases in the previous year was surpassed again in 2021.
Two projects from the past year illustrate our modernisation offensive: A flexible production facility is currently
being built in Dieue-sur-Meuse, France, where different
types of milk can be manufactured into soft cheese,
cream cheese as well as hard and semi-hard cheeses.
The factory is set to become a role model and best
practice example in terms of sustainability throughout
the group. This for example concerns the processing
of recyclable packaging and the reduction of carbon
footprint.
In Schongau, ground was broken in March 2021 for
the new, fully automated high-bay warehouse. It will be
equipped with two climate zones and around 10,000
pallet spaces for refrigerated finished goods, nonrefrigerated auxiliary and operating materials, more
than doubling our existing storage capacities at the site.
Completion is scheduled for September 2022.
In 2021, cheese sales for the entire group also grew
by around four per cent and now amount to 410,000
tons which is 16,000 tons more than in 2020. Groupwide turnover increased by around 1.7 billion euros.
Both, branded and food service businesses, achieved
high growth rates in some cases.
The private label business, on the other hand, fell short
of expectations and the mechanical engineering subsidiary Natec was also hit hard by the Corona pandemic:
A lack of orders was temporarily reflected in the result
and in short-time work.

2021 was also a year of change in terms of personnel:
At the end of last year, after a successful term in office,
our long-standing Marketing and Sales Director Thomas
Brunner handed over the baton to Sebastian Schaeffer.
In addition, the uninterrupted growth of the Hochland
Group called for Managing Board reinforcements:
Josef Stitzl took up his work as the fourth member of the
board in January to complete the Managing Board.
I would like to express my great appreciation to all employees and managers for what they have achieved.
They all greatly contribute in bringing our ambitious
Vision 2025 to life. I would like to sincerely thank the
Hochland shareholders, the members of the Supervisory
Board and the Managing Board for their good and
trusting cooperation. In the second year of the Corona
pandemic, they once again made courageous and
groundbreaking decisions for the Hochland Group and
jointly pursued the goals they had set themselves.

Heimenkirch, 6 February 2022
Hansjörg Zelger

The management bodies of Hochland SE
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The Supervisory Board of the Hochland SE
Hansjörg Zelger has been Chairman of the Supervisory Board since 1 May 2013. An auditor and
tax consultant, he is a partner in the audit company
RSM GmbH in Munich.

Thomas Hinderer holds supervisory mandates in various
companies in the food industry and other sectors, including Apetito AG, the Swiss Bell Food Group AG, Erco
GmbH and Pfeifer & Langen Industrie und Handels KG.

As other external members, Felix Ahlers and Thomas
Hinderer have also been in office since May 2013.

The shareholders continue to be represented on
the Board by Claudia Reich, a business administration
expert, Angela Wagner-Summer, M. A., and Franz
Xaver Fuchs, a farmer and businessman.

Felix Ahlers is the CEO of FRoSTA AG. Based in
Bremerhaven, FRoSTA is one of Europe’s biggest
producers of frozen foods.

The Managing Board of the Hochland SE
Josef Stitzl
is 52 years old and has two daughters.
He has been with Hochland for the past 15
years. He has been a member of the Managing Board of Hochland SE since 1 January
2022. Josef Stitzl is responsible for Sustainability, Supply Chain Management, Purchasing,
Production, Quality Management and Logistics.

Hubert Staub
is 58 years old and has three children.
He has been with Hochland for the past
29 years. Hubert Staub is responsible for the
Commercial Division, Human Resources,
IT and New Business Development (Vegan).

Peter Stahl
is 55 years old and has four children.
He has been with Hochland for the past
28 years. Peter Stahl has been Chairman of
the Managing Board of Hochland SE since
1 January 2013. He is also responsible for
Strategy, Communication, Acquisitions and
New Business Development (Dairy).
Since 2015, Peter Stahl has also been Chairman of the German Dairy Industry Association
(MIV). The association represents around 80
high-performance private, cooperative and
multinational companies in the German milk
and dairy industry.

Sebastian Schaeffer
is 48 years old and has three children.
He has been with Hochland since October
2021. Since January 2022, Sebastian Schaeffer has been the Managing Board Member in
charge of Sales, Marketing, Product Development and Innovations.
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Expansion of the dispatch building in Heimenkirch.

Hochland builds its future

R

arely has there been so much construction
work going on. No matter which Hochland
Group location you travel to – whether to
Węgrów, Prokhorovka, Dieue-sur-Meuse, Schongau
or Heimenkirch: Planning and digging, construction
and modernisation are taking place, additional capacities are being created to be ready for further growth.
The Hochland Group is on the upswing and is undergoing one of the largest investment offensives in its
almost hundred-year history.

Investments of more than 200 million euros were
released for numerous projects and construction plans.
New things are being created and Hochland is setting
the course for a successful future, because today‘s
investments are what make tomorrow‘s sales possible.
That is why this year‘s annual report also focuses on
the numerous investment projects.

Commercial environment
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A year of challenges

T

Trade in skimmed milk powder has revived.
On average for the year, quotations reached their
highest level since 2014. The EU stocks built up in
previous years have now been completely eliminated.
In addition, production volumes in the German market
have fallen to their lowest level since 2014. Butter
production in Germany was at its lowest level for ten
years at around 480,000 tons. With imports unchanged, exports have fallen. The result was rising
butter prices. The global increase in milk production
is estimated at 0.8 % and is lower than last year
despite strong demand, especially from China, and
higher milk prices.

he year 2021 had begun so hopefully:
When the first vaccines came on the market,
it seemed that the worst was over with regard
to the Corona pandemic. Not least because of
the government‘s economic stimulus, the economy
recovered faster than predicted. In many procurement
markets, something close to a spirit of optimism started
spreading.
But then the situation deteriorated again: The supply
of primary products and raw materials became scarce,
deliveries came to a halt. Due to the resulting lower
supply and, at the same time, strong demand, sellers‘
markets with very significant price increases for raw
materials and input materials emerged.

Packaging materials productions were affected by
sharply rising energy and raw material prices, nonfunctioning supply chains and the allocation of raw
materials. We observed declines in production: In the
plastics industry in particular, numerous companies
claimed to have been hindered from fulfilling their contractual obligations due to force majeure. This situation
presented some challenges for global purchasing at
Hochland. However, due to the long-standing partnership with Hochland‘s suppliers, it was possible to limit
the impact on production.

This was compounded by the sharp rise in energy
prices, which affected almost all of Hochland‘s procurement markets. Milk prices in Germany skyrocketed, especially in the second half of the year – essentially due
to significantly higher costs in almost all areas and along
the entire value chain. Milk production and deliveries
in Germany were at their lowest level since 2017,
falling below the 33 million ton mark. Compared to the
previous year, this means a decline of about 1.5 % .
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| Profit situation and financial position

New high-bay warehouse in Schongau.

Hochland faces difficult conditions

T

he second year of the pandemic has also
affected Hochland‘s business development.
In addition to the various restrictions to contain
the pandemic, rising energy, raw material and
logistics costs, strained supply chains as well as high
inflation rates affected operational business.

Weaker earnings
Despite the difficult general conditions, the Hochland
Group was able to increase its sales revenues by
4.3 % or € 70 million to € 1.7 billion in the 2021
financial year.

The financial result from ordinary activities fell by
19.7 % or € 15.3 million to € 62.3 million in 2021 .
The EBT margin fell by 1.1 percentage points to 3.7 %.
The gross income of the Hochland Group decreased
by € 6.7 million or 1.2 % to € 550 million. The gross
income margin increased by 1.8 percentage points to
32.3 %.
In the 2021 financial year, Hochland invested
€ 110 million in fixed assets.
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Sound asset and capital structure

Investments were € 53 million higher than the
depreciations.
Hochland supports the brand business in Germany
and abroad with intensive advertising efforts.
Market investments (ATL/BTL) were at € 42.6 million
in the 2021 financial year, € 2.7 million above the
previous year.
The return on equity before income taxes was 8.8 %,
after 11.7 % in the previous year.

The Hochland SE Group continued to enjoy a sound
asset and financial position in the 2021 business year.
Total Group assets grew by € 83 million or 7.9 % to
€ 1,136 million.
The share of fixed assets in the balance sheet total was
49 %, the share of inventories and trade receivables
was 28.9 %. Liquid funds accounted for 7.2 % of total
capital.

Declining cash flow
The net cash inflow from operational activities increased
significantly by € 42 million to € 72.5 million.

The financial liabilities of the Hochland Group increased by € 24 million to € 99 million. This corresponds to a share of the balance sheet total of 8.7 %.

The cash outflow for intangible assets and fixed assets
was distributed across all plants for both the expansion
of production capacities, for new products and for
replacement and rationalisation measures.

At the end of the year, the Hochland SE Group had
equity of € 705 million – excluding minority interests.
The equity ratio rose slightly by 1.0 percentage points
to 62.1 %.

After allowance for dividend payments, exchange
rate related and other value changes in the area of
the financial assets, the freely available liquid funds in
the Hochland Group increased by € 44.0 million to
€ 190 million in the 2021 financial year.

Value added statement
Use: in million €

Origin: in million €
2021
Revenues

1,702.4

2020
1,632.4

2021
Wages, salaries, temporary workers, benefits

245.9

240.2

24.3

19.5

5.6

9.7

Non-controlling
shareholders

(1.6)

(0.5)

Profit retention,
dividend

43.0

61.8

Added value

317.2

330.7

Taxes, levies
+ Other income

Intermediate
– consumption
Added value

13.2

14.1

(1,398.4)

(1,135.8)

317.2

330.7

2020

Interest,
and other expenses
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| Marketing and sales

Brands ensure the growth of the cheese segment

T

he second year of the Covid 19 pandemic
was also marked by brand growth. The stay-athome trend was characterised by an important
sociability component: The desire of many people to
treat friends and family to good food in the comfort
of their own homes has continued to drive growth for
the Hochland Group in 2021. The cheese segment
remained stable in Germany at the high level of the
previous year (self-service +0.4 %). Among the brands,
the growth trend with self-service was more pronounced
with an increase of +2.3 %.
The full-range retailers were the winners. This sales
channel succeeded in satisfying the ”one stop shopper“ – i.e. customers who prefer to do all their shopping in one store – with its wide range of products.
Discounters, with their traditionally high share of private
labels, were only able to grow in terms of brands
(+9.7 %). The counter business in the retail sector
was again under considerable pressure and lost 4.2 %
of sales.
In terms of cooperation, German retailers gave Hochland top marks in a survey conducted by the Advantage Group consultancy – an important milestone on
the way to becoming a Preferred Supplier.
In addition to the strong customer relationship, success
was also reflected in the increased Hochland market
share of 4.3 % (+0.2 percentage points) in the cheese
segment. Above all, the ”cheese for dishes“ trend and
also the increased consumer demand for products that
have a high protein content have contributed to this
development.

Hochland: The Hochland brand increased its sales
by 2 %, was able to increase its buyer reach to
15.3 % (+0.4 percentage points) and also slightly
increased the repurchase rate to 48.7 % (+0.8 percentage points).
The processed cheese market in Germany developed
negatively in terms of value (–2 %) and affected the
branded business and private labels equally. Both the
market leader (+2 % turnover; market share 21%) and

Hochland (+2 % turnover; market share 9 %) developed
positively against the market and expanded their
market shares.
The business with “Hochland Sandwich Scheiben” as
a strong basis also continued to develop positively
(+2 % turnover vs. previous year). A particularly positive
development was seen in “Hochland Sandwich Scheiben
Kids”, which increased its sales by 14 % year-on-year.
“Hochland Hofkäse” generated a turnover of € 9.3
million and was thus slightly down on the previous
year (–3 %).
Grünländer: Sales in the hard and semi-hard cheese
market developed positively (+1.0 %). The branded
business grew disproportionately by 6.1 %, while the
private label business declined slightly by –1.7 %.
With its sales growth of 7.2 %, Grünländer was clearly
above market development and also slightly above the
development of the brands.
Due to strong losses in additional sales (– 21.9 %),
sales of the brand developed negatively with a –5.9 %
decline, despite positive base sales (+12.2 %).
At the turn of the year, the weight of Grünländer‘s
standard slices range was reduced by 10 g in response to the extensive price increases in the procurement markets. This was clearly communicated to the
consumer with a sticker on the front of the packaging
indicating the new weight.
The highly recyclable packaging introduced in
September 2021 has been promoted on TV since
October with a brand campaign. The campaign has
been further expanded by integrating it on YouTube
since January 2022.
When it is launched in March 2022, the new
“Grünländer Der Rustikale” will provide a hearty,
spicy impulse on the hard and semi-hard cheese shelf.
With two varieties, there is now a cheese by the
brand that is not a large-hole cheese for the first time.
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Delivery of the CIP tank (Cleaning-In-Place) in Schongau.

In addition, the market entry into the cream cheese
category should ensure further sales growth.
Almette: The classic cream cheese market declined
slightly by – 3.3 %. The decline in sales was caused by
the private labels (– 11.3 %). In the brand sector, the
market leaders developed against the market trend due
to high promotion shares.
Almette showed constant development (– 0.3 %), but
could not keep up with the growth rates of other
brands. The gap to third place was still 1.9 percentage points (market share by turnover).
Two vegetable variants under the “Almette Gemüsetraum” sub-range provided even more variety in the
Almette range. Vegetable spreads are in vogue –
and cream cheese with 26 % vegetable content is
an absolute novelty. The aim is to revitalise the cream
cheese category and appeal to a young target group
and buyers of vegetable spreads. In addition, the
“Rosa Pfeffer” variety brought even more momentum
to the Almette ”Pur“ range, which was repositioned
as ”Genuss Pur”.
But that‘s not all: Since October, the entire Almette
range has been given a new look. This modern appearance ensures distinction among varietes and
underlines the naturalness and value of the products.

In 2022, the new Almette Gemüsetraum sub-range
is to be strengthened and will continue to provide
a boost.
Patros: The white cheese market developed less dynamically in 2021 after strong growth in the previous
year and grew by +1.9 % in turnover. Market leader
Patros increased by +8.0 %. The competitors showed
a mixed picture.
Patros‘ sales market share had risen to 20.5 % by the
end of the year. The brands in the white cheese market grew by 10.4 % in sales, while the private labels
suffered a decline of – 4.7 %.
Patros and the entire white cheese market are thus
winners of the current ongoing Corona situation.
White cheese was not only bought by more households - there was also an increase in the proportion
of those who were repeat buyers of white cheese.
The new product ”Patros Schaf Kräuter“ has taken
the Patros brand another step forward. The ”Patros
Grillaki“ grill product did not meet expectations.
There will be a revision of the product for 2022.
In addition to expanding the grill range, a further
expansion of feta from Greece and a renovation of
baked and fried cheese are planned for 2022.
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Cottage cheese
filling plant in
Schongau.

Gervais: The cottage cheese segment remained rather
constant with a growth in sales of 1.6 % compared to
the previous year. While the brands were able to increase sales by 10.6 %, the private labels lost ground
(– 3.1%). The “Gervais Hüttenkäse” brand continued to
maintain its market leadership with a market share of
17.7 % (value) and is now 10.3 percentage points
ahead of its main competitor.

The value of the seasoned quark segment declined
compared to the previous year (– 2.4 %). “Gervais
Kräuterquark” lost in value (– 16.3 % vs. previous year)
and had a market share of 5.9 % (value).
The third quarter saw the start of in-house production
of Gervais Hüttenkäse in Schongau. In addition,
“Gervais Hüttenkäse Aktiv” was launched, which has
a higher protein content and a lower fat content than
the original Gervais Hüttenkäse. Gervais Kräuterquark
was also relocated to a new production site in the
third quarter.
Use of digital media also increased strongly in 2021
Last year provided further confirmation: The young
age groups are on the internet for significantly longer
periods of time. Videos in particular are reaching more
and more people in this space. This concerns both
classic media libraries of TV channels and streaming
services such as Netflix or YouTube.
Especially among young consumers, new platforms
like TikTok are becoming increasingly important in their
everyday lives. Hochland started exploring the opportunities provided by digitalisation at an early stage in
test & learn projects: in 2021, the first TikTok campaigns were implemented involving the Patros and
Gervais brands. In 2022, we will continue to work
with key digital platform marketers to optimise marketing approaches for our brands, especially for younger
target groups.

The first filling of Gervais Hüttenkäse in Schongau.
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All-time highs achieved for brands and food service once again
Russia: 2021 was marked by the ongoing pandemic
and the resulting consequences, especially the disruptions in the supply chain. Prices for raw materials,
ingredients and packaging skyrocketed. In order to
cover the increased costs, Hochland Russland had to
raise sales prices significantly.
At the same time, the pandemic-induced decline in foreign travel prompted the wealthy strata of the Russian
population to spend more money at home. As a result,
demand for high-value foods has already been increasing significantly since mid-2020, both in the retail
sector and at HoReCa. This situation also remained
the same in 2021. As a result, our brand sales grew
at a double-digit rate and reached another record level,
as did our food service business.
According to Nielsen, we were able to further extend
Hochland’s market leadership in the processed cheese
market. In a nationwide consumer survey, Hochland

IWS cartoners in Raos.

was once again voted “People‘s Brand“ in the processed cheese category.
Hochland Russland, however, faced a shortage of
cream cheese. For this reason the project work for the
next expansion of the Prokhorovka plant was begun.
Hochland Russland remained the undisputed market
leader in the cream cheese market with a value share,
i.e. the Hochland and Almette brands together, of
about 50 %, according to Nielsen data. On the white
cheese market, Hochland Russland improved its market
position with the “Fetaxa” brand and also remained
the market leader.
Following the launch of semi-hard cheese under the
“Hochland Grünländer” brand in mid-2020, Hochland Russland is now working on increasing its sales.
The entry into the largest cheese segment in Russia is
strategically important.
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In the area of food service, double-digit sales growth
was achieved despite pandemic-related restrictions in the
restaurant business. In this business segment, for example,
a cheese sauce and a pizza cheese were introduced.
Hochland Russland’s export efforts led to a growth in
export sales of almost 18 percent and reached a new
record.
Romania: The Romanian gross domestic product grew
in real terms by almost six percent compared to the
previous year. The structure of growth is still based on
private and public consumption, less on investment.
Last year, Hochland România continued the positive
trend in sales growth and generated 10 percent more
net sales. Since May, Hochland has grown faster than
the market and recorded the highest market share in
August. Own brands grew thanks to Modern Trade and
Discount, which also led to an improved market share
compared to the previous year.
The growth in processed cheese continues, the leadership position was maintained despite the strong increase
in private labels.
There was growth in white cheese, slightly below
market dynamics. The cream cheese segment continued
to be dominated by Hochland.

The Hochland brand enjoyed the highest level of recognition among Romanians. For 3 out of 10 consumers,
it was the most important cheese brand, and almost
one in two said in a survey that they had consumed a
Hochland product in the past month.
A new communication platform called “Value Enhancement” was developed in the summer. It was an integrated 360-degree campaign focused on reinforcing
Hochland brand preference with consumers with an
emotional message and strong visibility. This was a
reaction to the development of private labels and presented Hochland as a strong brand.
Hochland continued to support the “Generatii”
(Generations) project – a partnership with the nongovernmental organisation Fundatia Principesa Margareta. This mentoring programme is based in the centre
of Romania, near the Hochland plants, and brings
children and senior citizens together for an intergenerational exchange. In October, a new contract was signed
and the scope of the project was adapted, bringing the
number of centres supported by Hochland to ten.
One of the most important achievements in the supply
chain area was the successful implementation of a new
logistics model with two suppliers. The next step is to
bundle all activities of a partner in the new warehouse
in Pitesti to achieve high flexibility and logistical efficiency.

Steam boiler, Freepack 1000 in Sighişoara.
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Inauguration of the new cottage cheese dairy in Węgrów.

Sales with products from the Sighişoara plant increased
by 6.8 % and with locally produced items from the Sovata plant by 8.8 %, supported by good sales developments in the Romanian market and also in exports.
The investment plan continued, focusing on quality,
process optimisation projects and the replacing of equipment to expand capacity.
Poland: The turnover of Hochland Polska was 10 % above
the previous year. Growth rates were good across all
distribution channels. The Hochland Group succeeded in
defending its market share and maintaining the leading
position of its brands in the cheese category.
The cheese market in Poland grew by 2.5 %. There
were clear differences between the segments, and there
were also declines: The processed cheese market fell
by 1.2 %, the cream cheese market is stable, the hard
cheese market increased by 3.7 % and the processed
cheese market is up 4.5 %, according to Nielsen.
The Hochland brand was the top-selling brand with a
10 % of the total cheese market being the brand with
the highest turnover. According to Nielsen, our market
share in the processed cheese segment was 54.7 %,
Almette’s market share was 69.4 %, Valbon’s market
share was 3.9 % and the market share of Hochland
hard cheese was 2.8 %.
The past year was also marked by the launch of two
new products: “Hochland Sielski” cheese slices in

innovative packaging with a significantly lower plastic
content, as well as a chocolate variant of the popular
“Hochland Kanapkowy”.
In addition, Hochland Polska invested significantly in its
production facilities and continued on the path towards
digitalising and automating its processes. Progress was
also made in the area of employer attractiveness – a
redesigned corporate website, a newly designed look
on job portals and the new office in Poznań are examples of successful innovations.
The new products in particular have won awards in
several competitions: Hochland Sielski was awarded
the title of “Discovery of the Year!” by a jury in the
“Good Brand 2021 – Quality, Trust and Reputation”
competition, while “Almette Lactose-Free” took first place
in the “Best Product 2021 – Consumer Choice” category. At the “Good Cheese” competition held as part
of the last Polish Cheese Congress, Hochland products
again won medals in several categories.
Employee development activities, a comprehensive
benefits package, a transparent remuneration policy
and the space created by the company for the implementation of employee initiatives – all these measures
resulted in Hochland Polska being awarded in the
category “Reliable Employer of the Year”.
Furthermore, Hochland Polska was also the winner
of the “XIV. Dairy Cooperative Rankings” in the “Corporate Social Responsibility” category.
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New offices in Poznań.

Nothing works without employees
Franklin Foods: The availability of labour in the
USA became a major challenge for the US subsidiary
Franklin Foods last year and led to bottlenecks.
This particularly affected the production sites in
Arizona and Vermont. In addition, the shortage of
truck drivers and increased fuel costs drove US freight
prices up by more than 33 % compared to 2020.
Inflation reached its highest level in 30 years in
November at +6.8 %.
Faced with this environment, the Franklin Foods team,
under new leadership, focused on ensuring the availability of labour and safety for all employees in pandemic times. In addition, the focus was on improving

process efficiency further and optimising product
quality. Another important goal was to ensure product
availability for customers, as demand for Franklin Foods
products remained high in 2021.
Consumer behaviour shifted from home consumption
back to eating out as many restaurants resumed operations due to the removal of Corona restrictions and
people went out to eat more often. Thus, the share of
Franklin Foods’ food service sales increased.
Retail sales, on the other hand, were slightly down.
The co-manufacturing business was further expanded.
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Under pressure
Private labels: The private label business was also
impacted by Corona, mainly due to the very high
volumes from 2020, which were largely not achieved
in 2021.
Especially in Germany, the Corona effect of the previous year and the declining market development in the
hard discount segment led to a double-digit decline in
sales. The exit of basic private labels from two segments also contributed to this, as they no longer had an
economic basis due to sharply increased raw material
and milk prices.
In many other European countries, volume growth was
between +2 % and almost +30 %. As a result, the share
of international sales compared to Germany within
Bonifaz Kohler also increased to 45 % (+3 percentage
points vs. 2020).
As in previous years, the dynamics of change have
once again increased, especially in the requirements
for the private label business. Sustainability and animal
welfare aspects in particular, as well as differentiation
in milk types, increase complexity, however also offer
opportunities for profitable growth. The organic boom

and products made from pasture milk or animal
welfare milk were particularly noteworthy.
The speed with which customer requirements and
wishes could be realised and scaled, developed into
a competitive advantage or disadvantage, especially
for private labels.
A recurring challenge for the private label business was
the significantly lower promotional prices for branded
items compared to the list selling prices of similar private label ranges. Temporary buyer migrations towards
the brands were visible here.
Milk alternatives are already represented in private
label at all discounters, in terms of sales at a low level,
but indispensable for retailers to appeal to young target
groups. Hochland has so far decided against marketing
cheese alternatives as private labels.
In 2021, Bonifaz Kohler realised its entry into the
organic segment and will also follow up with innovative
ranges here in 2022. New international contracting
models offer planning security for realising medium and
long-term investments.

Aerial view of the Dieue-sur-Meuse plant with extension of the car park and infrastructure.
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In the second half of the year, the private label business had to cope with an unprecedented increase in
costs across the board of dairy, raw materials, packaging and energy. This has led to massive revenue problems in the second half of the year, as price increases
can only be implemented with 3 to 6 months, due to
the usual contract periods.
In 2022, we will place a special focus on the product ranges from our plant in France: A flexible production facility is being built in Dieue-sur-Meuse where
different types of milk can be manufactured into soft
cheese, cream cheese as well as hard and semi-hard
cheese. This offers many options to meet the needs of
both, consumers and trade customers.

Installation of further milk tanks
in Dieue-sur-Meuse.

Challenging times
Food Service: The customer systems in the food service
business segment – the quick service restaurants (QSR),
as well as the industrial and HoReCa business – again
had to overcome various challenges.

With the listing of two new frozen finger food products
for QSR customers, Hochland has taken a first step into
a promising new product category and was able to
successfully conclude the first promotions in autumn.

The lockdowns dragged on into the spring and significantly reduced sales for QSR customers as out-of-home
consumption fell sharply. Only delivery and drive-in services generated sales. In the summer months, sales in
the main assortment and in the promotional assortment
developed stably towards pre-Corona levels.

In the industrial and HoReCa business, the preCorona level from 2019 was significantly exceeded.
Sales volumes were +25 % above the previous year
and +9 % above 2019.

In autumn, the QSR customer system saw a strong
increase in demand as people started eating out again.
The surge in demand even exceeded pre-Corona levels
in some cases, and the QSR customer system ended the
year up 20 % compared to 2020. This meant that the
sales level of 2019 was almost achieved again.

CoPacking: Despite the circumstances of the past year,
business in Europe, the Middle East and Asia remained
stable. Exports outside Europe now account for 50 %
of the volume. With more than 80 percent, processed
cheese assortments continued to be export hits. Cream
cheese will become the second largest product group
in the medium term. We see CoPacking on a doubledigit growth path again in 2022.
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Plant-based foods on the rise
Simply V: The demand for plant-based foods also
increased disproportionately in 2021. In the meantime,
23.5 million consumers in Germany buy plant-based
alternative products. Last year, 9 million German citizens – an increase of almost 50 percent – chose the
Simply V brand.
The level of awareness of Simply V in the relevant target
group of interested consumers, who are characterised
by the fact that they occasionally or even frequently eat
vegan food, is 71 % (+9  percentage points vs. previous
year). Simply V has maintained its position as the market leader in the plant-based cheese alternatives category with more than 55 % market share and continues
to drive the market as category leader despite increasing competition.
The launch of the two “Genießerscheiben Fein Cremig”
and “Herzhaft Nussig” in March introduced new bestsellers, of which “Herzhaft Nussig” was named “Best
Vegan Cheese” in the semi-hard cheese category by
the PETA organisation. The new product “Hirtengenuss”

“Reibegenuss” production in Hergatz.

has also successfully established itself in the competitive
environment.
Vegan cheese alternatives as a whole have grown
strongly with an increase of 58 percent compared to the
previous year. This shows: plant-based foods are conquering the centre of society to an increasing degree.

Beetgold – the good alternative
Beetgold: The company Beetgold produces organic
whole vegetable tortillas with a vegetable content of
98 %. The main ingredient of the tortillas is pomace,
which is produced during juice production and was
previously not used as food. This was rewarded in
2021 with the nomination for the federal award
“Too good for the bin”. With this award, the Federal
Ministry of Food and Agriculture honours outstanding
projects that contribute to reducing food waste with
concrete ideas, pioneering spirit and great commitment. All in all, Beetgold was able to save more than
40,000 kg of pomace last year and process it into
tortillas.
Within a very short time, Beetgold has achieved a
supported brand awareness of 30 % in the relevant
target group, based on Hochland market research
with 1,001 participants, which is comparable to the
awareness for other emerging start-ups. This was
achieved in particular through the brand’s social

media presence, which is also reflected in over
15,000 followers on Instagram.
In February, the “Beetgold Vollgemüse-Tortillas Karotte”
were awarded best new product in the freshness category: Among 500 participating products, Beetgold
received the award for the best fresh product at the
Biofach trade fair, the world’s leading trade fair for

Oven run-out Beetgold production.
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organic food. Thanks to this tailwind, Beetgold products are now available nationally in organic trade –
among others at Denn’s and Alnatura. In addition,
distribution in conventional food retailing is also being
continuously expanded.

Beetgold stands for the good alternative based on
vegetables. Following the introduction of the whole
vegetable pizza base in November, further new products are already in the starting blocks, which will give
the brand an even broader base.

Innovation as a driver of success
Hochland Natec / Natec Network: After satisfyingly
developing sales and earnings in the first year of the
pandemic, Hochland Natec, as a typical plant and
system manufacturer with order durations of around one
year, did not feel the effects of the pandemic strongly
until 2021. The cancelled customer orders from 2020
could not be sufficiently compensated: For this reason
2021 was a low-turnover year with moderate profitability for Hochland Natec.
The situation was quite different for another company
in the Natec Network: GoldPeg. After a strong increase
in sales in 2020, GoldPeg saw even stronger sales
growth. Here, innovations and the expansion of the
product range have had a positive impact on business
development and earnings. The success is also due to
smaller plants with shorter throughput times.

New Natec assembly hall in Heimenkirch.

Innovation as the engine of success stood for the introduction and campaign of our new product Magnets  4
emulsion for producing dispersions and emulsions. After
many test series on newly built test units, the first customer
orders have been placed. Our sales team, due to limited
travel opportunities, has used all digital media and formats to present and market the new product range.
The year 2021 was also characterised by diverse activities in the S/4 Future project. A CRM sales tool was
introduced at the beginning of the year. In the months
that followed, all business processes were redefined to
drive the introduction of the new S4 modules in the
green field approach. With the start of the implementation of SAP S/4 HANA in the entire Natec Network
from spring 2022, the right tools will be available for
optimally implementing projects from the enquiry to
the entire machine life cycle.

Production and technology
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Record investments

H

ochland has set itself ambitious goals with
its Vision 2025 – to reduce CO2 emissions
for sustainability, the implementation of
SAP S/4  HANA as far as digitalisation is concerned,
reducing production costs for smaller batch sizes, improving jobs and also significant growth. The Hochland
Group is positioning itself broadly for this growth and
has adopted substantial investments in capacities and
infrastructure in recent years. These investments are
already being implemented actively.
The new Gervais Hüttenkäse production was
relocated to Schongau in 2021. For this purpose,
existing production halls were converted and new
equipment installed. In addition, capacities for the
production of white cheese are to be expanded by
2023.
Another cottage cheese production is currently being
built in Węgrów, Poland, as a joint project of Hochland Polska and Hochland România. From mid-2022,
it will supply cottage cheese for the Polish and Romanian markets.
Our cream cheese in Russia continues to enjoy great
popularity: The capacities are exhausted, the Prokhorovka site has to be expanded for the fourth time.
In 2020, the previous Almette production expansion
started there, and a laboratory, warehouse and new
wastewater treatment plant also went into operation.
Ultrafiltration feta production was added in 2019.
Due to the further increase in demand for cream
cheese, the plant is now once again reaching its
capacity limits. Part of the cream cheese production
will therefore be moved to Raos for a few years, in
order to gain space, capacity and time for planning
in Prokhorovka to position itself well for further growth.

But the rented spaces were soon no longer sufficient
to keep up with the rapid sales growth of our vegan
product range. That is why E.V.A. GmbH also outsourced the technical centre to free up space for production at the Oberreute plant. For the coming years,
we are planning to secure capacities in the long term
by building a new plant. The project team has already
started work.
The large expansions require the infrastructure to be
increased. In many places, the capacity of wastewater
treatment needs to be adjusted, as does the provision
of energy, water, compressed air, steam and cooling
capacity. Office space and social rooms are becoming
too small, and there is also a lack of parking space
for the growing number of employees. That is why we
are now building a multi-storey car park with modern
e-mobility standards at our headquarters in Heimenkirch.
But we are not only investing in concrete and stainless steel. In our company-wide project to convert the
Enterprise Resource Planning system from SAP R3 to
SAP S/4  HANA, which at the same time involves a
reorganisation of our business processes, many employees are also involved from production and technology.

The logistics expansions in Heimenkirch and Schongau
have already started and are well on schedule.
A little further west, the plant in Dieue-sur-Meuse,
France, is being made fit for the future. A large investment package was approved before Christmas, after
some sub-projects had already been implemented.
And Simply V is also working on its future with great
vigour. In the past, parts of the production have already been relocated to a second plant in Hergatz.

COBOT (Collaborative Robot) for palletising cartons in Raos.
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We take responsibility

T

he topic of sustainability is firmly anchored in
Hochland Vision 2025 as one of five pillars.
This means that the entire board is also regularly
involved in relevant developments and makes groundbreaking decisions.
At group level, Group Sustainability Management
initiates and promotes international exchange and
knowledge transfer in the Hochland network – locally
acting sustainability officers ensure the implementation
of the strategic objectives at the various locations.
In 2021, the Hochland Group has therefore continued
to work on improving its sustainability performance,
while climate change remains a huge challenge and
requires active engagement with impacts and risks.

Hochland Deutschland GmbH and Henri Hutin have
joined the Scienced-Based Targets Initiative in 2020.
In doing so, both companies commit to reducing
their CO2 footprint by 2030 in such a way that they
demonstrably contribute to limiting global warming to
below 2 degrees Celsius. This is in line with the requirement of the international Paris Climate Agreement
of December 2015.

All greenhouse gas emissions along the value chain,
including milk production, are taken into account here.
The next logical step is to submit the calculated ScienceBased Targets for Hochland Deutschland GmbH in
January 2022. Following this, it is now a matter of
setting milestones, planning measures and getting
down to implementation.
Besides climate, animal welfare is one of Hochland‘s
key focus areas. Concepts are being developed and
implemented in close coordination with the contract
farmers and the respective committees.
Together with the Polish Dairy Chamber, Hochland
Polska and other producers have developed animal
welfare rules for the entire dairy market and taken
important steps towards animal welfare: In 2021
alone, 500 animal welfare audits were carried out
on suppliers‘ farms. Hochland România has also had
a close partnership with its milk suppliers for many
years. From September 2021 to February 2022,
more than 140 farms were examined in terms of
animal welfare according to defined criteria.
At Hochland Deutschland GmbH, the phase-out of
year-round tethering for Schongau was further advanced in the form of a process lasting several years.
The effective date of the entry into force is 1 January
2022: All dairy farms with tethered systems commit
themselves from this date onwards to giving their dairy
cows more freedom of movement through pasture
and/or exercise.
This new regulation has been discussed in the
agricultural committees for several years – it was combined with an offer to our contract farmers to get
advice from an independent institution to show them
solutions for a possible change to combined farming.
The costs for this consultation were covered by Hochland. In addition, organic farmers have been contracted in Schongau since the beginning of October.
More will be added in April 2022. Then the production of white cheese products in organic quality will
also start.

Certificate – 25 years of EMAS certification.

People at Hochland
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New water treatment plant in Prokhorovka.

Expansion of the wastewater treatment plant in Prokhorovka.

Hochland sees innovation as a key driver for greater
sustainability, including in the area of sustainable
packaging. The attributes ”recyclability“ and ”renewable raw materials“ are anchored in the strategy of
Hochland Deutschland GmbH as promising growth
fields.

This is confirmed by the ”Made for Recycling“ seal
of the environmental service provider Interseroh.

In September, after more than 1.5 years of development work on materials and machines, a highly recyclable thermoformed packaging was introduced for the
entire Grünländer range. Grünländer has thus created
the prerequisite for collecting the packaging in the
recycling cycle of the dual systems and being able to
recycle it very well.

Hochland Deutschland GmbH, for example, can
look back on 25 years of EMAS certification. As one
of the first companies in the food industry, Hochland
in Heimenkirch had its environmental management
certified in 1996 with the eco-audit according to the
EU regulation. Ten years later, the plant in Schongau
followed.

Hochland is also continuously working to improve
sustainability performance in many aspects at its
plants.

Making people fit for change

I

s there a connection between investments and
people? Many people will not see it that way at first
glance. After all, we mentally associate investments
primarily with machines and buildings. That is correct,
but also only part of the truth: Because in addition to
the fact that investments are made in the infrastructure
people use and work in, the Hochland Group also
invests heavily directly in its employees and in the company‘s employer brand.

Especially when it comes to being attractive as an
employer, Hochland investments in workspaces create
significant added value for employees. Since spring
2021, for example, Hochland Polska has offered a
very inspiring working environment in its newly opened
offices in Poznań. Modern and urban in design, it
brings to life core elements of Hochland culture, Polish
product brand worlds and dairy. It offers space for

teamwork, meetings but also for concentrated individual work.
In addition, Hochland Polska specified what defines the
company as an employer by means of a comprehensive
internal analysis process in which colleagues from all
departments contributed their views: the ”Employer value
proposition“ (EVP). These results formed the basis for
the briefing on visualising Hochland Polska‘s employer
brand and led to the launch of the communication campaign in August 2021. Similar to Germany, where the
employer brand has been in place since 2018, Hochland Polska will gain a much higher profile as an employer and receive significantly more applications.
Hochland Russland and Hochland România have followed the same path and will have laid their employer
branding foundation by the end of the year in order to
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launch campaigns in 2022. In this way, we are building our capacity to cope with the tough competition
for the best talents. In Germany, more than 400 colleagues became ambassadors for Hochland thanks to
the ”Talentry“ app. This app makes it easy to share job
ads and employer information via social media and
private contacts.
The importance of promoting and encouraging people
is demonstrated by the French Hochland site of Dieue,
which is currently undergoing a major transformation.
The necessary investments in technology, production,
buildings and infrastructure go hand in hand with the
development of the organisation. Without developing
transparency and communication, employee engagement, leadership and collaboration, the structural investments would not achieve their maximum impact.

Flexibility along the site supply chain will only be
worthwhile if the ability to adapt and respond quickly
to changing goals in our ”VUCA world“ is deeply
rooted in our employees. For this reason, we have used
external coaching and training support, conducted
cross-departmental workshops, set up a special communication committee and created information routines to
ensure transparency about the project and its status
across the site.
Finally, it is worth mentioning that Hochland
Polska was the second company in the Hochland
Group to decide to implement selected SAP SuccessFactors modules (Performance & Goals and Succession
& Development). The first company to implement SAP
SuccessFactors was Hochland Deutschland GmbH
with the Recruitment and Training modules.
The system implemented at Hochland Polska was
called KOMPAS Employee Development Centre – a
modern tool that supports the organisation in building
a dialogue-based culture focused on the development
of employee competences. Thanks to the functions and
accesses it offers, the system increases flexibility and
makes it possible to properly prioritise both daily and
long-term activities. In addition, it supports implementing
strategic goals arising from the OKRs. KOMPAS also
offers tools for succession planning, management of key
positions/key people and high potentials in an organisation.

Investment in the future: Students develop ideas for Hochland in design thinking workshops.

Forecast
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Milk tanks in Schongau.

Vision 2025 firmly in sight

S

ince December, the Green Party has been in the
new federal government – and it is playing a
decisive role in shaping the framework conditions
for the dairy industry: In addition to the Ministry of Agriculture, it has also taken over the Federal Ministry for
the Environment and Nature Conservation.
Green politics has thus finally arrived in the mainstream
of German society: Topics such as sustainability, animal
welfare and consumer protection will be even more on
the agenda this year. The dairy industry should expect
regulations and legal requirements.
Brussels will also make greater demands on Hochland
with its farm-to-fork strategy: It is all about contributing to
a sustainable food system to the European Green Deal.
The EU strategy comprises 27 individual measures.
For Hochland, the consequence of these developments
is that the issue of sustainability is becoming an even
stronger focus, both for classic dairy products and for
vegan products, especially for the Simply V and Beetgold brands. The mission is more relevant than ever:
In 2022 too, Hochland is looking to inspire with its
products and take responsibility for people and the
environment.
An award that Hochland Deutschland GmbH received
in January of this year clearly proves this. The company EcoVadis, which develops holistic CSR ratings,
has recognised Hochland with a gold award.

The audit assesses business operations in the key areas
of environment, labour and human rights, ethics and
sustainable procurement. In line with the sustainability
orientation, we are also serving the wishes our trade
customers have. Hochland offers suitable product concepts and tries to meet consumer demands together
with retail customers. This includes, for example, the
creation of greater transparency with the labelling of
the farming methods and the associated animal welfare
milk programme.
Despite current challenges such as high inflation,
sharply rising costs in all procurement markets and the
pandemic, the Hochland Group is thinking long-term
and has released a record volume of investments in
2021. Implementing these projects will keep Hochland
busy in the current year and beyond.
However, Hochland is not only investing in its locations, but also in the future of milk: In the coming years,
a sum in the high double-digit millions will be used to
further expand the pioneering role of contract farmers,
e.g. in the areas of sustainability and animal welfare.
To ensure that this can be implemented well, the farmers
receive corresponding surcharges on the milk money.
Finally, a look at the group-wide S/4 HANA project:
The go-live date for the subsidiary Hochland Natec is
expected this spring and for Hochland Deutschland
GmbH at the turn of the year 2022/23.
Heimenkirch, 6 February 2022

Financial figures (short form)

Statement of profit or loss
(million €)		

2021

2020

Revenues		

1,702.4

1,632.4

Change in inventories and own work capitalised 		

25.6

9.3

Gross performance		

1,728.0

1,641.7

Material expenses		

(1,178.2)

(1,085.3)

(245.9)

(240.2)

(57.0)

(65.7)

Other operating income		

13.2

14.1

Other operating expenses		

(201.5)

(179.9)

Earnings before interest and taxes		58.6

84.7

Personnel expenses
Depreciation		

Investment result		

0.5

0.8

Financial income		

8.8

1.8

Financial expenses		

(5.6)

(9.7)

Financial result		

3.7

(7.1)

Earnings before taxes		

62.3

77.6

(20.9)

(16.3)

41.4

61.3

(1.6)

(0.5)

Income tax		
Net income		
Non-controlling shareholders‘ share of profit		
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Statement of financial position
  Assets
(million €)		31. 12. 2021
Property, plant and equipment/intangible assets		

31. 12. 2020

538.6

455.1

Financial assets and other non-current financial assets		

18.0

27.3

Deferred tax assets		

33.2

34.2

Non-current assets		

589.8

516.6

Inventories		

158.8

135.5

Receivables and current financial assets		

305.2

306.1

82.2

94.6

Liquid assets		

Current assets		
546,2
Total assets		

1,136.0

536.2
1,052.8

Equity and liabilities
(million €)		
31. 12. 2021
31. 12. 2020
Nominal capital and reserves		

705.0

664.6

1.5

3.2

Equity

706.5

667.8

Non-current provisions		

110.3

112.9

69.6

46.4

0.3

0.5

180.2

159.8

28.9

42.7

Current liabilities		

220.4

182.5

Current liabilities		

249.3

225.2

1,136.0

1,052.8

Non-controlling interests		

Non-current liabilities		
Deferred tax liabilities		
Non-current liabilities
Current provisions		

Total liabilities		
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